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MY FRIEND THE
OCTOPUS
Lindsay Galvin

Twelve-year-old Vinnie Fyfe works in the tea-shop at Brighton
aquarium, and waits for her milliner mother to return from Paris.
The arrival of a giant octopus changes her life for ever as a
gripping mystery begins to unfold …
• The second middle-grade historical adventure by critically
acclaimed Lindsay Galvin.
• A gripping mystery with a touching connection between a
young girl and an octopus at its heart.
• Strong STEM and natural history themes with a Victorian
setting – My Octopus Teacher meets The Vanishing Trick.
Praise for Lindsay Galvin:
‘Galvin is a thrilling storyteller, untangling a dense plot in brief,
suspenseful chapters, her prose almost trance-like’ TELEGRAPH
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An extract from

MY FRIEND THE
OCTOPUS
Lindsay Galvin

Mr Lee the aquarist and I remained at the tank,
his arm still dripping, shirt wet to the shoulder.
The octopus swayed in the still-moving water
and we caught sight of its funnel. We started,
breath held, waiting for that billow of water
breath and … there! He was alive.
‘One arm down, but still with us,’ said Mr Lee
with a laugh.
‘I guess he has a few to spare,’ I said. Mr Lee
clapped me on the shoulder with his wet hand
and we grinned at each other.
He climbed back up the ladder almost before
I could hold it still. This time, before he could
touch the surface, the octopus began to drift
up.
Still very slow, still very grey, but now no
longer all one colour. Dapples of whiter, bluer,
darker grey ﬂashed across its skin as it drew
closer to Mr Lee, who was peering down at it
through the water. Its tentacles spread through
the water.
The octopus was drifting closer to Mr Lee’s
head, still no sign of its eyes, but its seven
remaining arms seemed to be on different
missions. Two investigated the temple
sculpture, winding through the windows,
another three stretched long – so long, too

long – all the way to the far end of the tank
and stuck to the glass, exploring. And now
for the ﬁrst time we knew the full size of the
octopus, and he was truly enormous.
But before I could say a word that silver
eye pinged open, like molten metal with a
bar of black through the middle – a window
into the strangeness of this creature – and
the expression was more intelligent than any
cat’s or dog’s, yet somehow even less human.
I was watching so hard, almost mesmerized
by the eye, sure it was looking at me, and also
aware of how its legs were sweeping over the
glass at the same time. Sleight of hand, like a
magician’s.
It never looked to see where it was putting
its arms, so I didn’t see it happen. Only Mr Lee
staggered, grasping on to the rim of the tank
as the octopus blew an almighty plume of
water clear out of the tank and into Mr Lee’s
face, fully drenching him. Mr Lee darted back
as the powerful squirt continued. The ladder
was wobbling, so I hugged the bottom of it
tightly. He ﬂipped up the door and slotted
in the catches as an octopus arm made its
surprisingly fast journey up to where the
opening had been.
He looked down at me, ﬂicking water from
his eyebrows.
‘Are you alright?’ I said.
He laughed, dripping.
‘I’m better than alright, Vinnie my girl. This
could change everything. Everything!’

DESCRIPTION
England, 1877, and aquarium fever
is at its height. Twelve-year-old
Vinnie Fyfe works in the tea-shop
at Brighton aquarium, and waits for
her milliner mother to return from
Paris. The arrival of a giant octopus
changes her life for ever. Discovering
a talent for art, Vinnie begins to
draw the extraordinary beast. She
soon realises that colour is a way of
communicating and – as a gripping
mystery begins to unfold – discovers
what true courage really means.

LINDSAY GALVIN
Lindsay was raised in a house
of stories, music and love of
the sea, and now lives on the
Sussex coast with her husband and
two sons. She has a degree in English
Language and Literature, and teaches
Science.
@lindsaygalvin
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PANDA IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Sarah Horne

Pudding and Dad’s hit stage show, Panda-mime, has been
wowing audiences – but then ambitious journalist, Penni P, twigs
that Pudding’s a real-life talking panda. Can Callum stop Penni
from breaking the story that could tear his family apart?
• The follow-up to bestselling illustrator Sarah Horne’s huggable
debut Panda at the Door.
• Quirky integrated spot illustrations throughout.
• A funny, lively story which touches on themes of family,
belonging and truth – perfect for readers aged 6+.
• A modern-day family adventure: Paddington Bear meets Mary
Poppins.
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PANDA IN THE
SPOTLIGHT
Sarah Horne

The reporter from the Tattle emerged from the
dressing room and headed his way. Cal studied
her face as she descended the stairs, trying to
work out if the interview had gone well, but
her expression was difficult to read. She looked
like she’d eaten something disgusting and was
looking for someone to complain to. But at the
same time she sort of looked happy about it.
She rummaged in her handbag for her mobile
phone. Callum watched as she tapped the screen
frantically, then cast a furtive, wary glance back
at Pudding’s closed door. She looked weird –
ﬁdgety, like she couldn’t make her ﬁngers work
quickly enough. It probably didn’t help that she
was gripping a fat piece of bamboo in her ﬁst.
From his seat in the snug, Callum didn’t think
she could see him, and something about her
manner made him not want to change that.
She raised the phone to her ear and looked
again at Pudding’s door, and then up and down
the stairs. It was all very suspicious. The sneeze
prickled a bit more insistently and Callum
silently squeezed his nose.
‘Amber, it’s me. Can you talk?’ The reporter
spoke quietly but urgently. There was a pause,
and then, ‘Yes, I’ve just been to that panda show
I got the tip-off about.’ Another pause. ‘Of

course, it was terrible – pun after pun, and all
the falling over, ugh, excruciating. I mean, I
know it’s a sell-out, but there’s no accounting
for taste.’ There was a pause and Cal assumed
the person on the other end of the phone was
telling her how wrong she was and that Pandamime was the best show ever.
Cal had to bite his cheek to resist leaping up
to defend Pudding and Dad as her complaints
continued. OK, Dad’s puns were a bit corny,
but they were funny too. How dare she? Wasn’t
she supposed to be saying nice things about
the show?
He let out a little snort which rustled the
plastic wrapping around the ﬂowers. The
reporter stopped talking and her eyes darted
about, hunting for the source of the sound. Cal
held his breath.
She apparently decided she’d imagined it,
and continued, a sneer growing on her face.
‘Anyway, it was all worth it. Everyone at the
Tattle will be queuing up for my stories once
I’ve ﬁnished here. That tip-off was spot on: I’ve
just got the scoop of the year.’
Cal squinted. One minute she was saying
Dad’s extra-cruciating and the next that
Panda-mime was a scoop? It didn’t make
sense.
‘I can’t say too much, but the whole thing is
a con! That panda isn’t what it seems … no –
that’s just the thing, it’s not a fancy costume,
it’s not a costume at all!’
Cal’s eyes went as wide as the sunﬂowers on
the seat beside him. Oh, no!

DESCRIPTION
Life is good for Callum’s family and
Pudding, their panda. Pudding and
Dad’s hit stage show, Panda-mime,
has been wowing audiences – but
then an ambitious journalist, Penni
P, twigs that Pudding’s a real-life
talking panda. If she exposes the
truth, her story will be everywhere.
Penni woos the family with false
promises of fame and fortune in
Hollywood in order to ﬁnd her proof.
Soon, everyone’s starry-eyed except
Callum. Can he expose Penni and
stop her from breaking the story
that could tear his family apart?

SARAH HORNE
Sarah Horne grew up with
some goats and a brother.
She learnt to draw whilst trying
to explain her reasoning for an elaborate
haircut at the age of nine. She works
traditionally with a dip pen and Indian
ink, and ﬁnishes the work digitally. Sarah
can currently be found giggling under
some paper, in her
London studio.
@sarahhorne9
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THIS IS NOT THE END
Molly Morris

Ever since the sudden deaths of his parents, seventeen-year-old
Hugh has developed a serious preoccupation with endings. And
when he discovers that high-school outcast Olivia Moon can’t
die, things start to get a little complicated ...
• An unforgettable contemporary debut with important life
messages about two teens trying to ﬁnd their story, by a
major new talent in YA ﬁction.
• Part road-trip drama, part comedy and part romance, This is
Not the End packs huge pop-culture punch and has a unique
speculative ﬁction twist.
• Author Molly Morris is a California native who moved to the
UK to study Creative Writing, and now lives in Norwich with
her husband and daughter.
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THIS IS NOT THE
END
Molly Morris

‘Hey,’ I said, drawing out the word so it had at
least ten syllables.
Olivia was staring at the front of the house
again so she could look up at the tiny circular
window on the third story, which was most
likely the attic. On her head was a bucket hat
she pushed away from her face, white-blonde
hair chunking out underneath and spilling
across her shoulders.
‘Do you always watch girls from ice cream
vans or is this the beginning of your creep
career?’ she asked without turning around.
I didn’t really know what to say to that. She
kind of had a point.
‘Did you forget your keys or something?’ I
said.
‘Not my house,’ she said simply.
A memory of Olivia in her backyard
surfaced in my brain. Her eleventh birthday
party, a rollerblade cake, Miley Cyrus playing
through the speakers.
‘You live in Columbia Heights,’ I said. The
same neighborhood as me.
‘Do you stalk me there too?’
My face ﬂushed red. ‘I went to your
birthday party in elementary school, the one
where we played One Direction on a stage

your dad rigged up in your backyard.’ I swiped
my hand through my hair, digging my toe into
the sidewalk. ‘I don’t know how I forgot. That
kinda thing scars a person.’
A white drainpipe snaked up the side of the
house, its plastic crisscrossed with vines. Olivia
grabbed onto the pipe and leaned back as
though she were testing its strength.
‘Beats me,’ she said, the pipe wobbling
under her grip. ‘I’m sure your rendition of Harry
Styles was truly groundbreaking.’
‘Please tell me you’re not gonna try to
shimmy up that drainpipe,’ I said. ‘That’s how
people die.’
‘Probably,’ Olivia said, stepping backwards.
‘But Clark stole something from me and I need
to get it back.’
‘Shit, this is Clark Thomas’s house?’
My head whipped around as if Clark might
jump out of the bushes with a machete. Clark
was the guy who once put our high school’s
lunch lady in a chokehold because she called
him ‘young man.’ (Apparently, he’d never been
referred to as a human before.)
Clark Thomas was Olivia’s boyfriend.
‘Nobody’s home,’ she said, like this made
everything better.
‘Yeah, I ﬁgured that out by the way you’re
trying to break in through a window.’
Finally, Olivia stepped back and swiped her
hand across the top of her head. Her neck was
craned so she could see something high up
on the house, maybe the third-story window,
which had a slight lip jutting out around it.

DESCRIPTION
Ever since the sudden deaths of
his parents, seventeen-year-old
Hugh has developed a serious
preoccupation with endings – and
things get a little complicated
when he discovers that highschool outcast Olivia Moon can’t
die. But if he wants to learn more
about her impossible power, he’ll
have to drive Olivia to New York
and help retrieve a stolen crate of
her most treasured possessions. As
his feelings for Olivia grow, Hugh
embarks on a road trip he’ll never
forget. Can she help him to accept
that unsatisfying, messy endings
are just a part of life?

MOLLY MORRIS
Molly Morris is a California
native with a penchant for the
bizarre, but it was here in the
UK that her love for writing
and reading magical realism and Young
Adult ﬁction took shape. These days
she lives in Norfolk with her husband,
daughter and their cat,
Lemon.
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Middle-Grade

FIGHT BACK
By A M DASSU

Scholastic Fiction

A story about finding your identity and fighting for it.
British-born Aaliyah is an ordinary thirteen year old living in the
Midlands. She isn't too concerned with news about the rise of
the far right ... until a terrorist attack at a concert occurs near
her home and racial tension in her area increases.
Her right to wear a hijab at school is questioned and she is
attacked and intimidated. Discovering she's not alone,
Aaliyah must decide whether to take a stand and try to unite
her peers to halt the tide of hatred rippling through her
community.

Key Selling Points

•

•

•

•
Marketing

•
•
•
•

A triumphant story of friendship and unity following a
young Muslim protagonist in the wake of a terrorist attack
at a pop concert
A nuanced, empathetic and accessible look at the
experience of growing up Muslim in Britain today - with a
main character who will resonate with young, switched-on
kids everywhere, who want to help unite and heal the
world
Main character Aaliyah makes it her mission to rally the
disparate factions of her school with the help of her friends
A.M. Dassu is the author of WCBP-shortlisted debut Boy,
Everywhere

Cover reveal and announcement in January 2022 reaching teachers and parents across Scholastic’s
digital channels
We will be pursuing a range of high profile interviews exploring the powerful themes of tolerance in
the book, and how AM Dassu has worked with school children to receive their feedback throughout
the writing process.
Key press targets: Guardian, Observer, i, BBC Breakfast, BBC Radio 2, The One Show, ITV News, Sky
News
Far-reaching school tour and festival appearances throughout the Autumn of 2022

RRP: £6.99
Pub Date: 2nd June
2022
ISBN:
9780702315886

Age: 10+
Binding: PB

BA INDIE BOOK OF
THE MONTH

£6.99 | 2nd June 2022 | 9780702315886 |
10+ years | paperback
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Scholastic Non-Fiction

Fiction – Licensing

THE BAD GUYS - ROUND UP
By SCHOLASTIC

9780702313806

Key Selling Points

9780702304026

9781407192079

9781407193380

9781407191805

9781407186818

•

Dreamworks animated film scheduled for release April 2022

•

Starring Sam Rockwell, Richard Ayoade and Lilly Singh

•

THE BAD GUYS is a bestselling series that has sold more than 8.2 million copies worldwide

Scholastic Picture
Books

Picture Book

RRP: £6.99

I LOVE MY BEAUTIFUL HAIR
By ELISSA WENTT

It’s time to celebrate your beautiful hair!
Little EJ is so excited to join her mum and grandma
for her first ever trip to the hairdressers. She wants to
find a style that is just right. But with so many
options... how can she choose?
Should she try afro puffs with ribbons and bows? Or
twisty spirals that tickle her nose? Luckily, Mummy is
there to offer reassurance: 'Your hair is curly, like
clouds in the sky. It's beautiful no matter which style
you try!'
With gorgeous artwork and sweet rhyming text, this
story is the perfect way to cuddle up with your little
one and celebrate your beautiful hair.

Key Selling Points

•
Marketing

•
•
•

•
•

A celebration of the beauty and versatility of
Black hair, in an adorable rhyming board book
Sweet, reassuring rhyming text to be read aloud
Vibrant, bold and graphic artwork by Elissa Wentt

PR mailing to key parent influencers and reviewers, including key black family press and
blogs e.g. Sade magazine, The Voice, Cocao
Highlight in Black History Month round up to press and other Black History Month activity
A suite of gorgeous assets seeded across Scholastic social media channels and Amazon
product pages (Twitter 52k+, Instagram 15k+, Facebook 50k+, subscriber database of
115k+ teachers and parents)

I Love My Beautiful Hair is Elissa Wentt's debut novel. She currently resides in
Richmond, Virginia.

Pub Date: 2nd
June 2022
ISBN:
9780702317637
Age: 0+
Binding: BB

I LOVE MY BEAUTIFUL HAIR
By ELISSA WENTT

Scholastic Picture Books

Picture Book

DAVE AND GRETA MAKE THE WORLD BETTER!

By MATT CARR

You’re never too small to make a difference!
Dave the fox cub and Greta the owlet can see all around
them that climate change is a really big deal. But they are so
small, they’re worried that they won’t ever be able to make a
difference.
That’s until they find out that actually, it’s the small things that
count! Whether it’s turning off the tap when brushing our
teeth, or not wasting paper when drawing pictures, Dave and
Greta show us that you’re never too small to make a
difference.

RRP: £6.99
Pub Date: 2nd June
2022
ISBN:
9780702316067
Age: 3+
Binding: PB
Also by the author:

Key Selling Points

•

Learn how to be an eco warrior with Dave and Greta as they
make the world better

•

Publishes in time for World Environment Day 2022

•

An endearing nod to everyone's favourite eco warriors,
David Attenborough and Greta Thunberg

•

A funny and reassuring story that's perfect for teaching little
ones about the environment

•

With a page of handy tips so you can help to make the
world better, too!

Matt Carr is an incredibly talented author-illustrator and graphic designer whose debut picture book,
SUPERBAT, was shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize in 2018. SUPERBAT and Matt’s second
picture book, SPYDER, have published to international acclaim. Matt loves tea and lives is East Sussex

9780702305658
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Newspaperr Editions
TERRY DEARY
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